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Juan Escribano, Cristobal de Morales, and Yvo Nau
Critical Commentary
Editorial Notes
The following edition contains works by Escribano, Morales, and Nau
transcribed from VatG XII/3 and discussed within the body of the thesis. All lessons
are transcribed in their original notational values using standard notations to denote the
location of ligatures ( I I) and coloration ( \~ ~I) within the manuscript. Editorial
alterations or additions in either the text or the music are given in brackets and many
are discussed below.
Prefatory Staves/Barring
The original clefs apply as noted in the first setting of each composer. Where a
change in cleffing occurs this hs been noted in the edition, these alterations then apply
to all following settings, unless otherwise noted. Regular barring has been supplied.
Fermatas have been applied at section endings only when given in the original
manuscript.
Accidentals
The application of accidentals within the manuscript has required the adaption
of a notational system which allows for a clear picture of both the manuscrip's
markings and the editorial decisions made with regard to musica ficta. A few basic
rules with regard to these notations are thus necessary:
(1) All editorial accidentals are given above the staff and last only for
the note above which they appear.
(2) All accidentals given on the staff within the edition are considered to
last for the entire bar in which they occur.
(3) As the bar lines within the edition are also editorial, it seemed to
prudent on many occasions to notate an accidental which would have
otherwise been assumed from a previous occurrence. In these
instances a cautionary accidental is given in parentheses ().
(4) Where sharps are given in the manuscript which function as
i
naturals, they have been left in their original form.
(5) Several accidentals given in the manuscript appear in a later hand
than that of the original scribe: these are given on the staff but in square
brackets. In several of these instances the accidental cannot simply
apply to the note before which it is given: it is given prior to a doubling
of a cadence tone (or root of the cadential chord). In these instances
they are most likely indications by later singers to alter their part to
include a third in the cadential chord, as this practice became more
popular in the second-half of the sixteenth century. In all instances, no
alteration has been made based on these later additions unless notated
by an additional editorial accidental above the staff.
(6) There are several instances throughout the lessons where cadential
accidentals could be applied to create either a Phrygian cadence (by
adding a flat) or the more standard cadence (by adding a sharp). In
these instances, the application has been chosen based on the general
trend of the lesson in which it is contained, though those wishing to
perform these works may feel differently and alter the cadence
accordingly.
Textual Underlay
On occassions when an editorial decision has been taken to repeat a phrase of
text to achieve better underlay, the text appears in square brackets. Those repetitions
which are specified in the manuscript are both bracketed and underlined.
In particular a note should be made with regard to the textual underlay which
presents various problems in this music. According to Schunemann rules for the
underlaying of text were passed on from singer to singer as part of an oral tradition,
but the change in musical styles toward the middle of the sixteenth century then
resulted in an attempt by theorists to summarize principles of textual underlay.1
In the earliest known writing on textual underlay (c.1440) the author, believed
1 Schiinemann, Georg; "Zur Frage des Taktschlagens und der Textbehandlung in der Mensuralmusik,':
Sammelbande der internationalen Musikgesellschaft. x (1909) p. 99-106. (p. 102)
ii
to be Antonius de Leno, addresses himself both to composer and singer;2
[to the composer]
e quando se mette le silabe sotto el canto se
fa sempre che la nota del canto venga per mezo dela
silaba
and when you align the syllables with a melody,
always take care to have the note of the melody stand in
the middle of its syllable
[to the singer]
anderay mutezando tute le altre note per fin a
quella nota onde che fenisse laltra silaba
you should go on singing all the notes until that
note where the next syllable is placed
The theoretical text Scintille di musica by Giovanni Maria Lanfanco3 also contains
extensive references to text underlay. This text addresses itself entirely to the singers
under Lanfranco's instructions for whom it was written. According to Harran4, his
inclusion of a section on text underlay is a direct result of the difficulties faced by
Lanfranco as maestro at the Cathedral of Brescia: "The adaption of words to music
was one of the stickiest problems he [Lanfranco] encountered in rehearsing his singers
[and] the only way to solve it...was to draw up a clear, succinct set of rules applicable
to the music...these singers were likely to perform." Furthermore the well known
Institutioni harmoniche of Zarlino (1558) ("... porro hora questo, le quali
serviranno no solo al Compositore; ma anche al Cantore - I will now list these
which will be of use not only to the composer, but also to the singer")5 and the treatise
2 A facsimile of this single folio from the Biblioteca Marciana manuscript Lat. 336, coll. 1581 may
be found in Harran,Don; "In Pursuit of Origins: The Earliest Writing on Text Underlay (c.1440),"
Acta Musicologica (1978) p.221, from which the translation is taken.
3 The treatise of Lanfranco dating from 1533 is available in facsimile in the series Bibliotheca Musica
Bononiensis. sez. II, no. 15, Bologna (1970).
4 Harran,Don; " New Light on the Question of Text Underlay Prior to Zarlino," Acta Musicologica. 1
(1973) p.29-30.
5 Taken from Zarlino's preface to Chapter IV of his Institutioni harmoniche, a facsimile of which
may be found in an edition published by Broude Brothers, New York (1965).
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of Gaspar Stocker6 also address issues of text underlay of importance to the singer.7
In light of this information, it seems reasonable to address the rules of text
underlay as they relate to the singer, and in particular those given by Lanfranco as they
originate in the first half of the sixteenth century and would seem to "apply in large
part" to that time period. 8 Of the eight points which Lanfranco addresses in his
writings regarding text underlay in sacred music, seven of them are instructions to the
singer9 and may be summarised as follows: '0
I. Only a note larger than a semi-minim, with a few
exceptions, may carry a syllable.
II. A ligature can be set to one syllable only.
III. The dot of a dotted note cannot receive a syllable.
IV. On rare occasions the second and third notes of the
rhythmic sequence may receive a syllable of their own.
V. In a series of semi-minims, only the first may carry a
syllable. Nor may the larger note that follows the series
carry a syllable.
VI. Textual repetitions may occur only when the
remaining notes are sufficient to accommodate them.
VII. When there are more notes than syllables, the extra
notes are assigned to the penultimate syllable, and the
last note (at the cadence) to the final syllable. If as a
result of another rule the final syllable cannot be placed
on the last note, it should be assigned to a suitable note
preceding it.
In addition to these rules, Harran points out that two more statements by Zarlino,
whose text underlay rules are taken directly from Lanfranco, clarify points that would
have been considered to have been understood by Lanfranco:11
I. When one places a syllable on the semi-minim (as in
Lanfranco's fourth rule above), one can also place
another syllable on the following note
II. Whatever note is placed at the beginning of the
melody or after any rest must receive a new syllable.
6 De musica verbali libri duo (c. 1570-80) found in the Biblioteca Nacional ofMadrid; see Lowinsky,
" A treatise on Text Underlay...," in Festschrift Heinrich Besseler. Leipzig (1962) pp.231-251.
Stocker distinguishes between rules for both the singer and composer and 'optional' rules for use at
the discretion of 'the good musician.'
7 For a complete discussion of the relationship between writings on text underlay and composers and
singers, see Harran, "New Light..."
8 ibid., p. 56.
9 The other rule addresses the grouping of words and cadences and is referred to in Chapter III.
!0 For a complete transcription of the original text by Lanfranco and the source of this summary
please see Harran, "New Light...," pp.32-47.
11 ibid., pp.41,48.
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These rules combined with a sensitive understanding of Latin provide the
singer, director, or editor with a clear and concise method of providing text underlay
for works from the first half of the sixteenth century. Though contemporary singers
would have in many cases made these decisions in the course of performance, the
knowledge of these rules allows modern performers to correct both poor editions of
works from this time period and to make informed editorial decisions of their own.
Throughout these editions an attempt has been made to follow Lanfranco's rules as
closely as possible. In general they provide a clear and systematic approach that seems
to work well with the lamentation settings.
The settings of the Hebrew letters are a source of some difficulty with regard to
underlay, as often a great deal of music is presented with relatively few statements of
the text. Underlay for these sections has been kept at a minimum, allowing only for
those statements of the letter given in the manuscript and for additional placements
following rests or significant cadential movements. In performance, however, one
might wish to consider a more elaborate application of text repetition taking into
account melodic leaps or distinctive changes in melodic direction and ligatures.
Textual Commentary
Throughout the transcription particular instances arise that have required either
editorial correction or which present exceptions to normal compositional practice of the
period. These are noted below giving the lesson and bar number.
Abbreviations: S=soprano, A=alto, T=tenor, B=bass, BII=second bass,
l=long, b=breve, s=semibreve, m=minim, sm=semi-minim. F/m=F minim.
E/i
bb.28-29, 56-57,
141-142, 175: Consecutive fifths in the approach to the cadences in these bars
have been retained.
bb.74-75 T: Original has F/m, D/m, C/m, D/b, and a semibreve rest. The
emendation in the edition seems best to avoid part-writing
errors.
bb.77-78 T/B: Both parts have been altered to avoid consecutive octaves and
an unusually harsh dissonance. The original had a G/s in the
bass for the second half of b.77 and an E/b in b.78 of the tenor.
v
b-98 B: Additional G/sm is obscured by corrosion, but is implied.
bb.l 17-118 T: Dotted minim B(b) tied over the bar-line is a C in the original.
bb. 177-179 T: m rest added at the start of b. 177 to correct the alignment of this
part. The original had an m rest following D/s in b. 179: this
has been eliminated.
E/ii
b-27 T: Second s obscured by corrosion. C/s seems to be implied.
b-88 B: Original has C/b
b. 110 S: Original has C/m on the fourth beat.
b. 111 B: Clef changes in the original from F4 to F3.
b. 154 B: Original has a flat before E in the main scribal hand. This
seems not to fit the context (particularly with the later sharp
added to G/s in S) and has been suppressed.
E/iii
bb. 79-83 A,B: Original is clearly corrupt here. These bars as they appear in the
original are as follows:
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Tail down on left missing from ligature in original.
Original b subdivided in order to accomodate text.
Original has 'velut arietes' but there are insufficient notes to
accomodate this.
Consecutive fifths have been allowed to stand.
Ligature in original implies A/b-G/1: this has been altered to A/l-
G/b.
The dissonances here are worthy of note but have been allowed
to stand.
First minim is D in original.
Consecutive fifths have been allowed to stand.
Second s is C in original.
Original has G/m-F/sm-E/sm.
Original has tail down on left missing from ligature.
Orginal has B.
The consecutive octaves between T and B and the unprepared
fourths in S and A have been allowed to stand. This passage is
extremely dissonant, but this would seem to be an attempt to
highlight the text (see Chapter IV).
Again the dissonances and consecutive fifths have been allowed
to stand.
Consecutive fifths have been allowed to stand,
sm in original has been expanded to m.
Additional D/sm appears before D/s in original.
Original has A/dotted s-B/m.
vii
N/vii
b.40 S: Original obscured by corrosion but underlay implies dotted sm.
bb.47-48 S,B: Consecutive octaves have been allowed to stand,
bb. 128-130 A: Passage in brackets appears a major second lower in original,
b. 132 T: Original b has been subdivided to accomodate text.
MA
b.51 SII: Original obscured due to corrosion. G/s and F/m are editorial.
viii
Escribano ff. 80-101 Vat G XII/3
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Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
H F 5 S T (imp B) B D
7J Half
11n F 4 S B A12-1 S 0 A T (imp B) B D
18 F 2 A B A
20-i S 0 A B A
21 J F 8 S T B D
29-1 F 2 T B A
31 J F 8 S T B D
341 S 0 A B A35-1 F 3 S T D
44 S 1 A B A
45-1 S -1 A B A
46-> F 8 S T B D
49 S 2 S T D
52 Half
57 F 5 S B A
61 S -1 S A A
64 S 3 T B A
68 F 6 S B A
791 S -1 A B A
80-1 F 8 S T B D
84 F 5 A S (imp A) B D
87 F 4 A B A
88-1 S 0 B A A
89 J F 8 S T B D
97 F 5 A S B D
99 Half
104 F 6 A T B G
108 F 3 A B A
109-i S 0 B A A
110-J F 8 S T B D
113 S 1 A T D
119 F 5 A B D
122 S 2 T B A
127 F 5 A B A
130 S 4 T B A
133 S 10 B A D
134 Half
138 F 5 S A A
142 F 5 T B A
147 S 3 B A D
154-1 S -1 B A A
155 F 8 S T B D
159 F 5 A B D
163 S (4) A B D
169 F (3) A T B (imp T) D
172 S (2) B A D
176-j F 5 A B A




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
9 F 2 S T E
10 Half
17 F 5 A B A
20 S 4 A B E
25 F 5 T B C
31 F 5 T A (imp T) B A
40 F 1 A S E
50 F 6 A B E
54 S 3 T B C
57 s 0 A S (imp A) B C
63 F 4 T B c
71 F 5 A B A
74 ~L F 2 S B E
75 S Half
84 S 4 S B E
88 F 5 A T B A
98 F 2 T S A (F)
100 F 8 S T B A
103 S 2 T B A
111 F 5 A B A
119 F 1 S B E
120 Half
128 S 3 A B C
133 F 1 T B A
138. F 2 S T E
139 j Half E
142-i S -1 A B E
143-1 F 8 S T B A
147 F 6 T B A
151 S 2 A B C
155 F 2 S T A (F)
158 F 3 A S (imp A) B D




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
9 -U F 4 S T E
13 S Half
17 F 3 S T A
341 F 4 S T E
35 J S 0 B A (incomplete) A
39 F 3 S T A
43 S 3 A S (imp A) B D
45 F 5 S T A
50 S 4 S T B A
61 F 3 S T E
71 F 6 S T E
83 o F 0 T A A
84 J F 5 S B E
90 S 3 A B A
103 Half
107 F 2 T B A
109-j S 0 A B110-1 F 6 S T B A
127 S 4 A B D
138 F 5 A B E
145 S 3 S T E
150 F 3 S B A
155 F 5 S B E
162 F 4 A B F
164 S 3 S T B A
168 Half
172 F 4 S B A
179 F 4 S B D
187 F 3 S B E
195 S 2 A B D
201-i S 0 A B E
202 J F 8 S T B A
211/2 F 6 S T B A




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
8 F 8 S T B F
211 S 0 S B A
22-1 F 6 T A (imp T) B D
341 F 1 A B C
35-J F 8 S T B F
43 F 6 A T B D
47 S 3 T B B D
56 F 5 S T A
59 F 6 A B F
761 S 0 A B C77J F 8 S T B F
85-i S 0 A B C
86 J F 8 S T B F
97 F 5 T A (imp T) B C
103 F 4 A B F
106-) F 1 S B A
107 2 F 5 T A B D
108 S Half A
115 F 3 A T (imp A) B Bb
117 F 4 T A (imp T) B
124 F 6 T B C
133 S 4 A B F
143 F 8 S T B F
152 F 5 S T B C
154-1 F 1 A B C
155-1 F 8 S T B F
165 F 1 T B D
171 F 5 A B F
176-, F 4 S T A
178J Half
187 F 4 A B F
198 Half
204 S 1 A T (imp B) B D
211 Half
216 S 1 B A
223 F 8 S T B F
236 F 6 A B F
242 F 6 S T (imp B) B F
245-1 F 1 S B F
24(3J1 F 8 S T B Bb
248 -A Half
252-j F 1 A B C
253 J F 2 S T F
257-j S 0 A B
258 J F 9 S T B F
283
E/v
Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
8>10 J
F 3 S T E
Half
15 F 6 S A B A
18 S 2 A T E
24 F 9 S T B A
27 F 6 A T B D
31 F 3 A B E
34 "J F 1 S B E
35J 2, F 4 T A (imp T) B A
36 3 Half
40 F 4 S B A
50-1 F 5 A B E
51 J S 7 S T B A
57 S 3 A B C
62 F 4 S B E
71 F 4 T S (incomplete) B A
75-] S 0 B A E
76 -* F 9 S T B A
84 F 5 S B E
89 S 3 S A A
93 F 4 S A A
105 S 5 S T E
115-1 F 5 A B E
116 -J S 6 S T B A
119 F 3 T S (incomplete) B A
126-i F 3 A B E
128 J F 8 S T B A
139 F 4 A B E
144-7 S 4 A B E
145 J S 5 S T B A
152 F 5 S B E
162-i F 1 A B E
163J F 9 S T B A
1711 F 5 S B E172J S 2 T A (incomplete) B A
176-) F 2 A B E
177J F 8 S T B A
187-1 S 0 A B E
188J F 8 S T B A
193 F 2 A T E
196 F 8 S T B A
207 S 0 A B G
211 S 3 T B G
215 F 9 S T B A
218-i S 0 A B E
219J F 8 S T B A
223-, F 2 A B E
224J F 8 S T B A
233 F 4 A B E
243-, F 1 A B E




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
4 F 5 S T B G
9 F 3 S B2 D
17-u F 6 S T B G
20 5 Half
29 F 4 B1 T G
33 F 3 T B1 C
46 F 4 B1 T G
49 F 5 B1 T G
57 F 2 B1 B2 G
62 F 4 B1 B2 G
69 F 2 T A (imp T) B C
721 S 0 B2 A D
73-17 F 3 S T G
76 J Half
84 F 3 S A G
90 F 3 A S C
99 F 3 A S G
101 F 1 S T G
102 F 1 A S G
104 F 6 S T G
108 F 4 A S B G
114 F 3 S T G
119-1 F 0 S B2 G
120 J F 1 T A (imp T) B C
122-j S 0 B2 A D
123 J F 5 B1 T B G
132-i S 1 B2 A D
133 J 7 F 5 S T G
135 S Half
144 F 4 A T B C
148 F 3 T B1 C
157 F 1 T A G
1621 F 2 A B1 G
164 J Half
172 F 3 B1 T (imp B1) B G
174 F 4 T B2 G
180 F 1 A B2 G
184 7 F 5 B1 A B G
186 J Half
199 7 F 2 S B2 G
200J F 2 A T (imp A) B C
206 F 3 A B2 D
2"I3 C F 7 S T B G
216 J Half
221 F 1 S2 S1 (imp S2) B G
225 F 1 B1 T (imp B1) B G
230 F 4 S A B C
233 F 1 A T G
235-1 F 1 A B1 D
236 J F 2 S2 T G
240 F 4 S2 T B G
242 F 1 B1 B2 G
247 F 4 S2 S1 B G
251 F 4 B1 A B G




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
4 F 5 A T (imp A) B F
9 F 5 T B A
14 F 2 S B C
171 F 2 A B C
18J F 6 T S (imp T) B F
23 F 2 B A F
26-j F 1 S B C
27Jl F 3 A T F
29 S Half
32 F 2 B A (imp B) F
36 Half
40 S 1 A B A
43 F 0 T B F
46 S 3 S T (imp B) B D
49 F 6 S B D
57 S 2 s B C
59 Half
65-u F 2 s B C
66 5 Half
72 F 6 A B A
80 F 7 T A B F
86 F 3 S B A
90 F 0 A B F
96 F 3 A B A
105 F 6 T A (imp T) B F
110 F 1 S B F
113 F 2 A B F
115 S 4 T B A
118 S 0 T B A
120 F 2 S B A
124 F 2 T B F




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
9 F 4 S B F
15 F 6 S (imp A) A B F
22 F 4 S T A
28 S 2 A B F
30 F 5 S B F
38 F 3 S B A
43 Half D
50 F 7 A S B F
59 F 5 A S (imp A) B F
78 F 8 S A B F
86 F 4 A T A
95 F 5 T A F
101 F 3 T B F
108 F 2 T B F
110 Half
116 F 1 T B C
123-i F 2 T B C
126-1 F 5 A S (imp A) B F
140 F 5 T A (imp T) B C
146 S 0 S B F
151 S -1 T B C
158-i F 5 S B A
159J S 2 T S (imp T) B D
161 F 2 T S (imp T) B C
164 F 4 A B F
170 S 0 T B F
172 S 4 A B F
179-1 S 0 T B C




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
7 S 2 B A D
101 F 1 S B D
11 J F 6 A T (imp A) B G
20 F 5 S B F
23 F 4 A B C
29 F 3 S B D
32 Half
36 Half
39 S 1 T B Bb
S 2 A B C
44 o Half
55 i F 1 S B G56-1 F 4 A T B C
58 -j S 0 B A A
59 J 7 F 4 S T D
61 i Half
70 F 3 S B A
79 F 2 A S (imp A) B Bb
83 F 4 S B D
88 F 3 S A B D
92 F 0 A S G
94 Half
1147 F 3 A T D
1160 Half
125 F 4 T S Bb
133 F 5 T S G
140 F 4 A B Bb
147 F 3 A B C
151 F 5 A B G
158-j F 1 S B F
159-J F 5 A T (imp A) B Bb
166 F 4 S T D
168 F 1 T B Bb
1711 S 0 B S D
172 J F 5 T A (imp T) B G
182 F 4 A B D
187-1 S 2 B S D
188J F 4 T A B G
193 S 2 B S D
194 F 4 T A B G
199 F 1 A T D
206 Half D
220 F 3 A B G




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
12 Half E
17 F 2 A S (imp A) C
27 Half A
31 Half C
34 F 3 A B A
38-1 S 2 T (imp B) S B D
39 J S 4 T A (imp T) B G
49 S 3 A B C
54 Half E
62 F 1 T S (imp T) C
65 F 1 T A A




88 F 5 S T E
99 F 3 A S C
107 F 6 S T E
114 Half A
119 S 4 T B G
125 S 0 A B A
131 F 6 S B E
145—j F 2 A B A
146-1 F 5 S T (imp B) B D
150 Half A
161 F 5 A T G
169 F 5 A B A
176 F 2 T B C
178 F 2 A S C
181 F 6 S B C
190 Half E
193 S 0 S B E
196 S -1 T B A
199o F 2 S B E
200 5 Half
205 F 4 A B A




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
7 F 5 B A B F
16-7 F . 3 T S (imp T) B F
175 Half C
22 F 3 A B F
25 F 4 S T F
28 F 4 A B A
36 F 4 S T F
40 F 2 T B G
43 -) F 4 T (imp S) S B F
455 Half F
53 F 5 T A (imp T) B F
64 Half F
78 F 2 S B A
92 F 3 B S F
F 1 T (imp S) S F
98 5 Half F
117 F 2 S B G
120-n F 3 A T Bb
1235 Half
131 F 3 S T C
133 Half F
138 F 0 S A F
140 F 3 A T F
150 F 5 S T A
155 F 2 A B A
162 F 3 T B F
164-7 F 4 B A F
1675 Half
175-1 F 3 S T C
1764 F 3 B A (imp B) B F
180 F 0 A (imp S) S A
184 F 3 S A A
186 F 1 T B F
190 F 2 S T C
192 F 0 A T F
194 F 1 A B C
196 F 2 S B F
197 F 2 S B A
199-n F 6 T A B F




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
4 F 1 A S2 F
11 Half F
25 F 3 S B C
35-j S 0 B A C
36 J F 6 T S (imp T) B F
48 F 5 S B A
53-i F 2 S B C
55J F 5 A (imp T) T B F
63 F 2 S T C
72 F 4 A S B F
81 Half
87 F 0 S A C
93 F 6 A S B F
104 Half C
118 F 1 A B G
131 n F 7 T S B F
133 P S 2 B A Bb
134J Half F
139 F 1 B A (imp B) F
142 S 2 A B A
148 Half A
152 F 2 A B A
156 F 4 T S (imp T) B G
159 F 5 A B G
165 F 3 T B F
180 Half C
183 F 1 S2 T C
185 F 0 A B F
188 F 0 T S2 F
190T F 4 S1 T B C
201 S F 6 S2 A (imp S2) B F
291
F/vii
Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
4 F 2 A S1 C
7 F 1 T1 S2 C
10 7, F 2 A T2 C
13 S Half
28 F 0 S B D
29 F 6 T A (imp T) B G
33 F 4 A B C
39 F 2 T B G
44 F 3 T S G
48 F 0 T B F
54 F 6 S B C
61 F 3 S1 A E
68 F 3 A S1 C
73 F 4 S1 T2 E
81 F 6 S1 T2 C
88 F 1 T2 B F
92 S 3 T1 B C
105-1 F 1 T1 B G
106J F 8 S2 T2 B C
115 Half G
121 F 0 S1 A G
125 F 2 S1 B G
128 F 2 S1 B E
136 F 1 S1 B G
140-i F 0 S2 B G
141J F 5 A S1 (imp A) B C
144 F 1 A T1 C
147 F 2 T1 B C
155 F 3 A B G
161 F 2 T2 B F
164—j F 1 T1 B G
165J 7 F 2 A T2 C
168 S Half C
175 F 3 B T2 C
182 F 2 A B C
186 F 3 A T1 E
190 F 3 T1 B G
194 F 2 A T2 C
197 F -1 A B G
198 F 7 T1 T2 B C
201 S 1 A T2 C
203 S 1 T1 B C
205 s 0 A T2 C
207 s 3 T1 B C
217 F 1 A T1 (imp A) B G
221 F 0 S1 A (imp T) G
231-1 F 2 A T2 C




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
5 F 1 T A (imp T) G
10 F 5 T A G
18 F 3 S T G
26 Half G
30 F 2 T A G
33 F 2 A T C
38 F 6 A S B G
44 F 1 S1 B G
50 F -1 S1 B D
54 F 0 S2 B G
58 1 F 5 S1 T B C
60 ^ Half G
67 F 2 A S1 D
75 Half G
78 F 2 S1 A G
80 F 1 T B G
82 F 0 S1 A G
85 F 1 T B G
94-j F 0 A B A
95J 1 F 3 S2 T D
97 S Half D
114 F 1 S1 A G
117 S 3 G
120 F 3 B T G
134 F 5 T B G
139 F 2 S2 T G
142 S 1 S1 A G
153 F 2 S2 T D
155 F 4 A S2 (imp A) B G
161 S 0 T A (imp T) B G
162 F 0 A B G
164 F 1 T A (imp T) B G
166 F 2 T B C
170 S -1 T B G
173 F 1 A T (imp A) B G
177 F 3 T A B G
180 F 5 A B G
187 S 4 S3 A B G
193 F 3 S2 T B G
196 F 0 S3 T B D
198 F 0 S2 T G
205-1 F 1 S3 B2 D
206 -1 -) F 7 S2 T B G
211 X Half G
293
G/i
Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
5 F 6 T A B Bb
11 S 3 T B Bb
191 F 2 S B F
20J F 6 T (imp A) A B Bb
27-1 S 2 A B C
28J S -1 S T F
31 F 3 A B Bb
37 F 1 S T (imp S) Bb
41 F 2 T B Bb
51 F 5 S B C
54 F 4 T A (imp T) B Bb
62 Half D
65-i S 0 S B F
66J F 6 T A B Bb
75 F 5 S B D
83 F 5 S B Bb
92 F 5 A B Bb
100 S 2 S T F
105o F 2 A S Bb
106 S Half
111 S 2 S B C
115 S 2 A B D
119 S 2 S B Eb
122 S 2 A S C
125 S 2 S B C
128 S 3 S T F
132 F 2 A B Bb
136 F 5 A T (imp A) B Bb
149 S 0 T B Bb
155 F 1 B A Bb
159 Half Bb
175 F 1 S B D
179 F 1 T B Bb
190 Half F
198 S 2 T B Bb
201 F 2 S B F
202 F 6 T A (imp T) B Bb
213 F 5 A T Bb
224 Half
229 F 3 S T D
240 F 6 A S B Bb
249 F 4 A B D
255 F 1 A T F
258 F 2 T B Bb
262 F 6 A T B Bb
266 F 2 S B Bb
269 F 2 T A Bb
279-, F 2 T A (imp T) Bb
2805 Half F
286 F 3 A T D
293 F 4 A T D
300 F 1 A T F
319 F 5 T A Bb
322 F 4 T (A) B
326 F 5 A B D
294
330 F 1 T B
338 F 1 T S




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
5 F 2 A S F
13 F 8 S T B F
20 F 4 A T F
28-1 S -1 B A C
29-» F 2 T S (incomplete) B F
40 F 5 S T A
50 -i F 1 A B C
51 J F 9 S T B F
62 F 5 A B A
69 F 6 A B F
79 F 3 S T A
90-, S 0 A B C
91 J F 8 S T B F
99 -| F 4 A B C
101 . 1 S 3 S T F
111 F 1 T B A
119-I S 2 A S (imp A) B F
120 Jr Half
127 F 3 A B C
131 F 3 A B F
135-1 F 2 A B C
136-' F 9 S T B F
144 F 4 A B F
148 F 3 A B F
152-) F 6 S T F
152 | S 3 B A Bb
154_) Half
166 F 3 S A A
178 F 2 A S C
180 F 3 S A C
204 F 2 S A F
209 F 5 S A F
219 F 2 T B A
227 F 3 T B F
246 F T A (imp T) B F
256-1 F 0 T1 B C
257-/ F 5 A T2 B F
261 F 4 A T2 B C
275n F 7 S T1 B F
277J' Half
293 F 2 T B A
314 F 1 T B A
318") F 0 T A (imp T) C
320 Jr Half
324 S 3 S T A
329 F 5 A B F
343-1i S 0 A B C
344 <s
I F 4 S T F
347- Half
Alternate Refrain
352 F 3 S T2 A
356 F 2 T1 B A
362 F 1 A S F
368 F 2 B T1 F
296
370 F 2 A S
373 F 3 T2 B




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
16> F 4 S T E
18 o Half
23 S 2 T B C
24 S 3 A B E
29 F 4 A S (imp A) B D
37 F 5 T B A
46 F 3 S T E
53 F 5 A T B D
56 F 2 T B D
60-L S 0 S B E
62 Half
78 Half
81 F 5 A B E
86 F 5 A B A
89 S 2 T A (imp T) B G
92 Half A
97 S 3 A B E
104 1 F 4 S B G
106 ^ Half
113-i F 2 A B E
114 J F 2 T S A
121 F 4 A B C
127 F 4 A B A
130-1 F 4 S T E
131 J Half
140 S 2 T B A
145 S 3 T B A
154 F 2 T B (imp T) E
163 F 5 S A G
173 F 4 A S A
181 F 5 S A A
188 F 5 A S D
195 F 3 S A A
200 S 2 S A E
211 F 5 A S E
215 S 0 T A (imp T) A
220 F 5 T B C
227 F 2 A B E




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
11 F 5 A B Bb
23 S 0 T B C
25 F 4 T A (imp T) B Bb
31 F 4 A B D
37 F 2 S B C
41 —i F 0 T B F
42 J F 6 S (imp A) A B Bb
50 F 4 S B F
54 F 4 S B D
61 Half F
85-) D 2 T B F
89J) Half
96 F 4 A S D
109-1 F 3 S B F
1135 F 5 A T (imp A) B Bb
122 Half Bb
131 Half Bb
134-i F 1 S B F
135-/ F 3 T A (imp T) B Bb
14°o F 2 A T (incomplete) Bb
1435 Half Bb
152 F 3 T B D
160 F 1 B T (imp B) F
176 F 5 T B Bb
180 Half
186 F 5 A B D
202 F 5 A B Eb
206 S -1 T A D
209 S 3 A B D
213 S 2 A B Eb
217 F 1 T A (imp T) B Bb
224 S 0 T A (imp ) B Bb
230 F 1 A T Bb
232 F 1 T B F
236"L F 3 A T (imp A) B Bb
2385 Half
246 Half D
251 F 5 B A Bb
2551 S -1 A (imp S) S F
257S Half F
265 S 3 F
299
G/v
Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
6 F 1 A S G
8 F 1 S T E
10 -j F 1 A B D
11 J F 9 S T B G
24 Half
29 F 1 A S (imp A) B G
34 F 9 S T B G
39 F 4 T A (imp T) B D
44 S 3 B A D
54 Half
63 F 3 A T (imp A) B C
70 F 9 S T B G
77 Half D
83 F 2 A S G
94 S 0 S A (imp S) B D
102 S 2 T B D
107 F 2 A S D
111 F 4 A B F
114") F 5 S T Bb
116J3 S 1 T B Bb
119 F 3 A B G
122 F 4 S T A
125 F 4 T B D
133 F 3 S B E
135 F 0 S A D
140-1 S -1 A B D
141 -J F 8 S T B G
155 F 4 T B Bb
163 F 3 T B C
171 F 5 B T G
185 F 3 T B Bb
191 F 2 A B G
195 F 2 T B C
206 F 3 T B Bb
211*7 F 3 A B D
214o Half
237 F 3 S A Bb
250 F 0 S A (incomplete) G
257 F 5 A S G
263 F 4 T B D
269 F 3 A T G
2801 F 4 S T G




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
8 S 1 A T (imp A) B G
12 F 7 A T B G
19 S 0 B S D
231 S 0 B A A
24J F 5 S T B D
35 F 4 T B D
40 Half G
44-j S 2 A B A
45 J F 7 S T B D
49 S 2 A B D
51 F 0 T A (imp T) B Bb
53 T F 4 A T (imp A) B G
55 5 Half
62 S 0 S B D
64 F 1 A T D
66 S -1 S A D
68 F 4 A B G
721 F 1 S B D
73 J F 6 T A (imp T) B G
81 S 4 S B D
91 F 6 A B G
103 F 4 T B G
107 Half G
113-j S 0 S B D
114 J F 6 A T (imp A) B G
123 F 4 S B D
128 F -2 A B G
131 F 0 S B D
1330 F 2 A T G
135 J? Half
145 S 1 T A (imp T) G
148 S 0 A T C
156 F 5 A T D
162 F 2 A B Bb
169 F 3 A B D
1730 S 3 B S C
174o Half
187 F 4 T B Bb
190 Half
199 F 4 A B D
203-1 F 3 S B D
205Jo F 4 A T (imp A) B G
207 S Half G
301
G/vii
Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
6 F 3 S T E
10~L F 3 S T E
125 Half
19 F 4 A B A
28 F 4 A B C
37~1 F 2 S B E
38J F 0 A T (imp A) B A
44 S 3 T A (imp T) B A
47 F 6 S T E
56 S 2 T A (imp T) B G
66 F 6 A B A
78 S 2 T S (imp T) C
87 F 4 S B A
95 F 3 T B A
99 F 2 S T D
101-1 F 3 S B D
102 J F 3 T A (imp T) B G
109 F 0 T B A
112 F 2 S T D
114 F 1 T B G
116 F 0 A T C
118 F 0 A B A
121 F 0 S A D
123 F 0 T B A
129 Half
133 F 3 T B A
140 F 3 T B C
144 F 3 T B A
151 F 6 B T E
168 Half
173 F 4 A B E
177 F 4 T B A
188 F 2 T S (imp T) B G
190 F 3 S A (imp S) B C
200 F 4 A S (imp A) B D
202 F 4 S B A
208 F 1 T B A
216 F 3 S (imp T) T B A
219 F 4 S T E
227 S 0 T A A
229 Half
233 S 3 T B A




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
14 F 1 T A A
231 F 4 S T D
265 Half
31 F 4 T A (imp T) B G
35 F 5 A B A
43-1 S 0 A B A
44J F 9 S T B D
51 F 5 A B C
55-, F 5 A B A
56-1 S 2 S T (imp B) B D
65 F 5 A B C
74 F 4 T A (imp T) B G
78 F -2 T A (imp T) G
83 F 8 S T B D
91 Half
95 F 4 A B D
99 S 3 B A D
100-i Half A
101J S 3 A S (imp A) B D
108 F 8 A S B A
114 F 4 T A (imp T) B A
123 F 9 S T B D
130 F 4 T B A
147 F 4 T B G
160 F 5 B T D
169 F 2 T B A
177 F 3 A T D
189 F 4 A B A
197 F 4 A T B D
204 F 2 T B A
209 F 2 T B G
216 F 1 B T (imp B) D
225 F 3 A T B D
230 F 6 A T B D
235 F 4 A B D
239 F 6 S A B G
243 F 4 T B C
247 ~) F 1 A S D
251 P F 4 B A (imp B) B G
252-1 Half
255 S 4 S T (incomplete) B G
262 ~j S 0 B A A




easure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
5 F 3 A T C
15 F 1 T (imp A) A G
22 F 5 T A G
28 F 5 S T D
40 F 3 A T C
46 F 5 A T D
54 F 6 A S B G
61 F 3 S B G
64 F 0 A (incomplete) B D
75 F 3 S T D
82 F 1 T B G
89n F 2 T A G
90 jo S 2 S B C
92 -> Half
108 F 3 S1 A C
114 F 3 A S1 G
120 F 3 S1 A G
129 F 5 S1 A G
138 F 1 A B G
144 F 2 T1 B D
152 F 2 A T D
155 F 2 A B G
158 S 0 S T2 G
160 F 0 A B G
1651 F 6 S T1 B G
167-S Half
178 F 2 S A C
191 F 2 S T1 G
196 F -1 A T2 G
199 F 2 T1 S (incomplete) B F
205 Half D
211 F 6 S T2 B G
219 F 6 S T2 B G
228 F 4 T B D
238 F 3 T B A
249 F 5 T B G
261 F 3 A T2 D
270 F 0 T2 T1 D
2911 F 6 S1 T1 B G
293 S Half
299 S 0 A T2 D
301 S -2 T1 S2 D
303 S -2 S1 T2 D
305 S -2 B S1 D
308 S 3 S1 T2 B D
315 F 0 T1 B G
318 F 0 A T2 C
320 F 4 S2 T1 B F
333 F 0 T2 B G
336 1 F 6 S2 T1 B G
340 5 Half G
304
G/x
Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans
11 F 5 S
16 F 4 A
24 F 6 S
30 S 1 S
37 F 2 S
42 F 2 A
52 F 1 A
57 F -1 A
60 F 6 S
65 F 1 S
67 F 4 T
70 1 F 2 S
71 J F 4 A
74 F 4 S
80 F 1 A
90 F 0 T
92 F 3 T
951, F 4 S
97 5 Half
101 F 3 S
105 F 5 s
111 F 3 s
117 F 2 A
122 F 4 S
127 F 3 S
132 F 2 A
135 F 2 A
138 F 5 S
142 F 2 S
146 F 3 A
156 F 1 A
160 F 3 A
164-j F 2 A
165 J F 7 S
169 S 3 A
171 F 1 T
174 S 2 B
179"1 F 3 S
i8ii Half
186 F 1 T
191 S 2 T
194 F 3 A
202 F 2 B
204 F 3 A
209 F 2 A
213 F 1 A
218 F 2 A
223 S 1 T
239 F 6 A
243 F 4 S
245 S 1 T
249 F 0 A
254 F 1 T
258 F 4 T














































































F 0 T A (imp T) B C
F 4 S A B G
F 2 S A B C
F 8 s T B G
F 2 s T G
Half
F 2 T B G
F 2 S A G
F 3 T B G
F 4 S A B G
F 6 A S B C
F 1 A S D
F 0 B T D
S 2 B T D
F 6 S A B G
F 4 T B G
F 0 A S Bb
F 3 S A Bb
F 0 T B (incomplete) G
F 7 S T B G




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
6 F 3 A T F
10 F 3 A B F
131 S 0 A B C
14J F 9 S T B F
28 F 3 S T A
34 F 1 T B A
37 F 3 A T A
44 Half
48 F 2 A B C
51 -I S -1 A B C
52J F 8 S T B F
56 F 4 T B C
61 Half
691 F 4 A B C
72 5 Half
80 F 9 S T B F
92 F 5 S T A
99 F 3 S T A
106 F 0 T (incomplete) B C
110 F 8 S T B F
119 F 4 A B C
122 S -1 B A C
123 F 9 S T B F
132 F 4 A B F
143 F 3 A B C
146 F 8 S T B F
166 F 3 T B C
173 F 5 T B F
180 Half
186 F 3 T B A
206 F 5 A B Bb
210 S 0 T A A
213 S 1 A B A
219 F 2 T B C
228 F 4 A B C
251 Half
259 F 5 A B F
263 F 5 A S (imp A) B F
270 F 1 T B C
275"] F 1 A B C
276 J F 9 S T B F
307
M/i
Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
4 F 2 S2 T2 E
7 F 2 T1 B A
14") F 3 S2 T2 A
17 £ Half
23-n F 1 S2 T2 E
24 J F 3 T1 A (imp T1) A
29 F 2 A B C
31 S 1 S2 A G
35 S 1 A T2 E
43 F 4 S1 T1 B A
52 F 0 S2 T2 G
54 F 1 S1 A A
57 F 2 T1 B A
60 F 2 S1 A A
67 F 2 S1 A B A
700 F 3 S2 B E
73 S Half
79 F 1 S2 T2 E
82 F 2 A S1 E
89 F 2 A B C
92") F 3 S2 T2 E
95 5 Half
101 F 3 A B C
110 F 3 S2 B C
122 F 4 A S2 (imp A) B A
128 F 4 A B C
132 S 4 S2 B E
136 Half
141 F 4 T1 B C
147 S 2 S1 T2 A
150*7 S 2 T1 B E
1535 Half
162 F 2 T2 B G
1657 F 6 S1 T1 B A
168$ Half
177 F 1 S2 T2 E
182 F 1 A S1 E





















16 F 4 S (incomplete) T B
23 F 0 A T (imp A)
28 F 0 T A (imp T)
33 F 0 A B
37 S 2 A B
501 S 0 B A
51 P s 1 B S
52 J Half
59 F 2 T B
62 S 2 B S
73 F -1 B T
76 F 1 A T
80 F 1 T B (incomplete)
83 F 4 T B
89 Half
94 F 2 A T (imp A) B
100 Half
111 Half
120 F 2 A (imp S) S
125 S 0 A (imp T) B
131 F 5 A T (imp A) B
142 F 1 T B
151-1 F 1 S B
152 J F 1 A (imp B) T (imp B) B
159 Half
166-i S 1 B S
167J F 2 T (imp B) A B
169 S 0 A B
175 F 2 A (imp S) S
187 F 6 S T B
190 S 0 B A
194*1 F 1 S B




















Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
111 S 0 B S D
125 Half
20 F 5 A B A
25 F 3 S T A
32 F 2 A B C
36 F 5 S Q B F
45 F 1 T B A
51 F 2 S A A
537 S 1 B S D
54S Half
67—i S 0 B T A
68 J F 1 S Q D
70-? S 2 B A D
74J Half
91 S 1 T B Bb
94 F 5 A B D
101 F 3 T A B F
108 F 6 A B A
113 F 2 S Q (imp B) B F
122 F 4 A Q (imp B) B D
1251 S 0 S Q E
126 S Half A
133 F 2 S Q E
134 F 1 A T (imp B) B D
138 F 2 S Q (incomplete) B F
141 F 5 A Q B D
146 S 0 A Q D
150 F 6 S T B F
152 F 1 S Q A
159 F 2 S Q (imp B) B D
167 Half A
170 S 1 T B A
173 F 2 A T (imp B) B D
175 F 4 Q S (incomplete) B F
183-y Half
185-' S 0 A Q D
193 ~L S 1 B S D
310
M/iv
Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
6 F 2 T1 A (imp B) B F
81 0 T2 B C
9 -1 F 4 T1 A (imp T1) B F
12 F 0 T2 B F
14l F 5 A T2 B F
16 J Half
20 Half C
26 S 0 S T2 A
29 Half
37 Half
421 F 3 T1 B F
43,5 Half
49 S 1 T2 T1 (imp T2) B C
55 F 7 S T2 B F
68 Half F
82 F 2 A T1 (imp A) B C
90 F 0 A B F
96 F 4 A T1 (imp A) B C
101 Half G
107 F 5 A T1 B C
112 F 2 T1 A (imp T) B F
114 F 1 A S (imp A) F
118-) F 1 A B F
119 P F 5 S T1 (imp A) B Bb
120J Half F
124 F 2 T2 B F
128 F 2 A S (imp A) B F
135 F 1 T2 T1 (imp T2) B C
142 F 1 T2 B C
148 F 3 S T2 A
153 F 3 A S (imp A) B F
161*7 F 2 A T2 F
1635 Half F
167 F 3 T1 A B F
169 F 3 T2 T1 B C
174-) F 2 S T2 A
1765 Half
191 F 3 A S B F




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
4 F 1 A B1 E
7 F 2 T2 B2 A
141 F 3 A B1 E
185 Half
24-1 F 1 A B1 E
25-1 F 0 T2 T1 (imp T2) A
30 F 2 T1 B2 C
41 F 1 A B2 E
44 F 4 S T2 B A
49 F 2 T2 B2 E
53 F -1 A B1 G
55 S 0 S T1 A
58 F 2 T2 B2 A
61 F 4 S T1 A
64 S 0 T1 B2 C
68 F 3 S T1 B A
717 F 3 A B2 E
75 S Half
83 F 4 T2 B2 C
89 S 1 S B1 A
92 S 2 T2 B2 E
95 Half
100 F 0 A B1 E
103 F 2 T1 S E
105 S -3 B1 S A
110 F 2 T1 B2 C
113 F 2 A B1 E
117 Half
123 7 F 2 A B1 E
124 J F 0 T2 T1 (imp T2) A
129 F 3 T1 B2 C
135 S 1 T1 B1 E
140 F 1 A B2 E
143 F 4 S T2 B A
148 F 1 T2 B2 E
152 F -1 A B1 G
154 S 1 S T1 A
157 F 2 T2 B2 A
160 F 4 S T1 A
166 F 3 S T1 B A
169 F 3 A B2 E
173 Half
182 F 2 B1 B2 G
185o F 6 S T2 B A
1885 F 3 A B1 E (A)
197 F 1 A B1 E
202 F 1 T1 S E




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
14~l S -1 S B C
15 J F 6 A (imp T) T B F
22 7. F 3 A T F
24$ Half
35 F 4 T B A
46 F 4 T B Bb
50 S 2 A T (imp A) B G
53 S 3 T B A
60-i s -1 B A C
61J F 9 S T B F
69 Half
78 F 1 A S A
87 F 6 T B Bb
97 F 5 S B D
103 F 6 T A B Bb
113 F 5 T B D
119 F 2 S B F
1217, F 5 A T B Bb
123 Half
131 S 4 T B Bb
144 F 1 T B A
146 F 2 S B D
153 F -1 A (imp S) S Bb
155 F 2 S T (imp S) B G
156 F 2 B T F
160 Half F
167 Half D
171 F 3 A B D
176 S 4 B S D
185 Half Bb
193-1 F 0 A B A
193-J F 1 S T D
199 F 5 A B D
207 F 4 S T F
2281 F 6 A T B F
231 i Half
240 S 2 T B































Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
2 S A (imp S) B D
4 T A (imp T) B A
E
3 A T (imp A) B A
4 S T E
A
4 A T B D
5 S B A
G
4 B S E
1 A T (imp A) B A
1 B T A
1 T B C
0 A S C
3 S T C
2 A B A
4 T (imp S) S B A
2 T A (imp T) B G
3 A B C
3 S T E
1 T A (imp T) B A
1 A S (imp A) A
0 S B E
5 A T (imp A) B A
314
N/iii
Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
5 Half
10 F 4 S B C
12 Half
28 F 3 T B F
35 Half
48 F 4 A S F
52 F 6 A B F
60 F 3 S T C
62 F 2 A B C
63 Half
76 F 2 S B Bb
91 1 S -1 B S C
92 J F 6 T A (imp T) B F
99 F 3 T B Bb
111 F 5 S B D
115 F 2 S T F
117 F 3 B A F
120 F 9 S T B F
126 F 0 S A D
129 F 1 T B F
131 F 1 A S C
141 F 2 S B C
142 Half
148 S 2 B S D
161/2 S 1 A B Bb
164 S 3 T B A
168 F 4 A B D




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
5 F 6 T B F
15 F 1 T B A
17 F 1 S A A
21 Half
25 F 0 B T G
28 F 0 T A G
31 "1 F 2 S B C
32 J F 6 T A (imp T) B F
40 F 2 A S Bb
45 F 0 A S A
47 F 1 S B C
56 S -1 T B C
58 S -1 A S C
60 s -1 T B C
67n F 4 T A (imp T) B F
69 r F 3 B S Bb
69 Half F
74 S 2 S B D
76 F 1 A B A
80 F 5 A B A
84 F 2 S B F
87 F 2 S B F




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
4 F 3 S A D
8 F 4 A B G
10 F 2 A S G
14 F 2 S B D
22 F 3 S A D
26 F 2 S T F
33 F 3 A B G
45 F 1 A S G
49 F 3 T A (imp T) B G
62 n S -1 S A D
64 S Half
67 S 1 T A B G
69 F 2 A B Bb
74 S 0 T A G
76 S 4 S T D
82 F 3 T S B Bb
91 F 5 A B G
95 F 3 A B Bb
102 F 3 S B D
105 F 0 T B A
108 Half
111 F 3 T A (imp T) B Bb
119 Half
128-j F 4 S T (incomplete) B G129-J F 4 T A (imp T) B C
141-j F 3 S T D
143J Half
154 Half
164 F 3 S B D
172 F 3 s B Bb
178 S 0 B S D
183 F 5 A S B G
188 F 0 A S D
192 F 3 A S (imp A) B C
195 F 3 A B G
197-, F 0 A B D
198J F 7 S T (imp S) B G
210 F 3 S B D
220 F 3 T B G
2227 F 1 T S G
224 5 F 5 A B G
317
N/vi
Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
8 F 4 S T E
10 L F 3 T B A
11J Half
19 F 5 A B A
26 F 5 T B G
35-» S 3 B S D
36J Half
44 F 1 A T A
46-) F 2 S T E
49£ Half
53 S 0 S B E
54 Half
58 S 2 A B E
62 S 4 S T E
70 Half
79 S 0 A B C
88 F 6 S B A
93 F 1 A B A
97 F 1 S T D
98 F 0 A S (imp A) B D




113 F 0 A T G
H7o F 5 S T E
120-5 Half
123 F 3 T A (imp T) B A
126 F 3 A S (imp A) B A
130 F 4 T B F
136 F 1 S A E
152 Half
159 S 1 S T E
162t S 1 s A E
165J Half
168 F 5 T A (imp T) B C
175n F 4 s B E




Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
4 F 1 B A G
6 -I F 6 S T B G
8 S Half
17 F 0 A T G
19 F 1 A B Bb
24 S 1 T A (imp T) B G
29 S 2 S B A
34 s 0 T B C
35 Half
39 S 2 A B G
44 F 4 A S D
48 F 6 A B D
56 Half
64 F 1 S A D
701 F 0 A B D
70J F 1 S T G
73 F 5 A B G
78 F 4 T S (imp T) B G
81 S 1 B A G
90 Half
97 F 3 A S G
112 F -1 S T D
116 F 1 S B D
124 F 6 S A B C
133 F 2 S B G
141 S 0 B A D





Measure Cadence Type Score Cantorizans Tenorizans Bassizans Tone
6 Half G
151> F 4 A T B G
185 Half
22 S 2 S B D
28-1 F 1 A B G
29-' F 7 S T (imp B) B C
38-7 S -1 B S D
39 J F 6 T A (imp T) B G
44 Half
47 F 4 T A G
51 F 6 S B G
59 F 4 T B C
63 Half
73 F 0 A B G
76 F 3 S B C
84 F 6 S A B G
90 S 1 B A G
94 0 F 3 S T D
95-5 Half
104 F 8 T S B G
110 F 3 T B C
114 F 3 A B G
122 F 2 S T (imp S) G
126 F 6 A S (imp A) B C
132 S 3 B A G
139 Half
144 S -1 B A G
147 F 2 T A (imp T) B G
151a, F 7 T A B G
154-5 Half
158 F 3 T A (imp T) B G
162 F 7 T A (imp T) B G
172 F 3 S B G
174-7 F 3 T A G
176-5 Half
320
